Abstract. I have developed expressions for calculating the ratios (mapping functions) of the "line of sight" hydrostatic and wet atmospheric path delays to their corresponding zenith delays at radio wavelengths for elevation angles down to 3 ø. The coefficients of the continued fraction representation of the hydrostatic mapping function depend on the latitude and height above sea level of the observing site and on the day of the year; the dependence of the wet mapping function is only on the site latitude. By comparing with mapping functions calculated from radiosonde profiles for sites at latitudes between 43øS and 75øN, the hydrostatic mapping function is seen to be more accurate than, and of comparable precision to, mapping functions currently in use, which are parameterized in terms of local surface meteorology. When the new mapping functions are used in the analysis of geodetic very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) data, the estimated lengths of baselines up to 10,400 km long change by less than 5 mm as the minimum elevation of included data is reduced from 12 ø to 3 ø. The independence of the new mapping functions from surface meteorology, while having comparable accuracy and precision to those that require such input, makes them particularly valuable for those situations where surface meteorology data are not available.
In the next section a brief description of the evolution of mapping functions is given. The new hydrostatic and wet mapping functions are then developed, and the new mapping functions and those of Herring [1992a] (designated MTT), Ifadis [1986] , and Lanyi [1984] are compared to radiosonde data at a large number of sites. Following that, the new mapping functions are evaluated using VLBI data from the NASA Research and Development program for 1987 through 1991. In the final section, limitations and possible improvements to the new mapping functions are discussed.
In a parallel development, Marini [1972] , while deriving his own expressions for troposphere corrections, showed that the elevation angle dependence of any horizontally stratified atmosphere could be approximated by expanding in a continued fraction in terms of 1/sine (elevation):
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Progress in Atmosphere Corrections
The correction of the delay of radio waves by the neutral atmosphere is most often defined in terms of the contributions of the hydrostatic and wet components of the troposphere. With one exception among the models to be discussed (the Lanyi [1984] model) the total delay is described by 
Atmosphere Models for Satellite Tracking
Early efforts to determine corrections for radio propagation delay by the atmosphere were prompted by the need for improvements in satellite tracking from ground stations. Saastamoinen [1972] , Marini [1972] , and Chao [1974] made significant contributions to the study of range corrections. Saastamoincn's zenith hydrostatic delay and the form of Marini's approximation for the mapping function for a horizontally stratified refractive medium are incorporated in many current models used for accurate space-based geodetic measurements. Chao's wet mapping function was until recently included in many VLBI analyses.
Saastamoinen [1972] showed that the delay in the zenith direction duc to the atmospheric constituents in hydrostatic equilibrium is accurately determined by measuring the surface pressure and making corrections for the latitude and height above sea level of the site from which the observation is being made. His formula (or the slightly more precise form given by Davis et al. [1985] ; see below) provides the zenith hydrostatic path with an accuracy of better than 1 mm under conditions of hydrostatic equilibrium. Since Saastamoinen was dealing with elevation angles greater than 10 ø, the zenith delay was mapped to lower elevations simply by i/sine (elevation). The resulting error is greater than 100 mm at an elevation angle of 10 ø. By using four terms in the expansion, Marini found agreement with ray traces of a model atmosphere to better than 0.3 % from the zenith to below 1 o in elevation. An error of less than 0.1% could be obtained by tuning the four coefficients. Most mapping functions developed since (except Lanyi [1984] ) have used a form of this expansion.
J. W. Marini and C. W. Murray (unpublished data, 1974) incorporated the continued fraction expansion in a formula for the range error due to the troposphere, and this result was subsequently used in the analysis of geodetic VLBI data [Clark et al., 1985] . The zenith delay is identical to that derived by Saastamoinen [1972] , including the correction for the variation of gravity with latitude and height of the tracking station above sea level. Only two terms of the expansion were retained. The formula is specified to be valid only for elevation angles greater than 10 ø, and comparison with ray traces of radiosonde data showed that the standard deviation of the range correction increases from 20 mm at the zenith to almost 200 mm at 10 ø The range correction combines the zenith range error due to both the dry and wet components and the error mapping to lower elevation. Chao [1974] derived troposphere corrections to be used for radio tracking of the Mariner Mars 1971 spacecraft by the antennas of the Deep Space Network located in California, Spain, South Africa, and Australia. Tables of monthly mean surface weather data for each antenna, based on 2 years of radiosonde data taken at nearby sites, are provided for use in expressions given for the dry (his terminology) and wet zenith delays. Dry and wet mapping tables (values of the mapping function at elevation angles down to 3 ø ) were calculated by ray tracing analytic representations of the average annual dry and wet refractivity profiles. Finally, Chao gives an analytic expression, having two constant parameters, to approximate the mapping tables generated from the idealized average annual radiosonde profiles. Separate parameters are given for calculating the dry and the wet values.
The accuracy of Chao's dry mapping function, 1% down to 1ø with respect to the ray trace of the average annual refractivity profiles, was sufficient for the specified tracking requirements. Although this uncertainty for the dry mapping function is too large for accurate geodetic VLBI application (a 1% error corresponds to a path length error of ---230 mm at 5ø), the wet mapping function, which was sufficiently accurate because of the large spatial and temporal variability of water vapor, continued to be used for space geodetic measurements until the introduction of MTT. The deleterious effect of using Chao's dry mapping function, instead of the wet, to estimate the residual atmosphere delay is described by MacMillan and Ma [1994] .
Characteristics and Limitations of the Modern

Mapping Functions
The accuracy of geodetic VLBI measurements has improved about a factor of 10 per decade. Using baseline length as a gauge of this progress, the accuracy on an intercontinental scale has been reduced from about I m in the early 1970s [Hinteregger et al., 1972] [1994] have shown that the error in the estimated vertical coordinate is approximately one third of the error in the maximum path length correction, when the minimum elevation angle that has been observed is -5 o. Thus to obtain a vertical accuracy of 3 mm will require that the uncertainty in the hydrostatic mapping function at 5 ø be less than 10 ram, which is ---0.04 % of the total atmospheric delay at that elevation. The requirement on the wet mapping function is an order of magnitude less stringent but may be more difficult to achieve.
About 10 years after the publication of the satellite range correction models described in the previous section, three other models became available that were developed specifically to address the need for more accurate corrections for the atmosphere delay in geodetic VLBI. Lanyi introduced a dependence on station latitude and height, as well as surface temperature, to compensate for the different upper air temperature profiles at different latitudes for a given surface temperature. The undesirable feature common to all four models is the effect that a change in surface temperature has on the hydrostatic mapping function when not accompanied by adjustments in the temperature profile (no compensation is possible for the Ifadis or MTT mapping functions). This point will be discussed in more detail in the following section.
For the most complex of these models the atmosphere is described by the surface pressure, temperature, and relative humidity and by the lapse rate to the tropopause and the height of the tropopause; above the tropopause the temperature is that at the tropopauseo Lanyi [1984] , in addition, allows more parameterization in the temperature profile than the other mapping functions by including an isothermal layer of variable height beginning at the surface. A summary of the parameterization of these mapping functions and of those presented in this paper is given in Table 1 In addition to the derivation of an improved hydrostatic mapping function, Davis et al. [1985] updated the constants used by Saastamoinen [1972] for the zenith hydrostatic delay. More importantly, however, they evaluated the uncertainty associated with the zenith delay due to variability in the atmosphere composition and to the imprecise knowledge of the physical constants.
Ifadis [1986] developed both wet and hydrostatic mapping functions using data for 49 stations in the northern hemisphere and for one station in the southern hemisphere. He tested the continued fraction formula with up to four terms but concluded that three terms gave sufficient accuracy in matching the ray traces of the radiosonde profiles. Because of these limitations, it seemed reasonable to investigate the possibility of basing mapping functions on temporal changes and geographic location rather than on surface meteorological parameters.
The New Mapping Functions
In this section the derivation of the new mapping functions is described, and comparisons with radiosonde-derived mapping functions are given for MTT, Ifadis [1986] , and Lanyi [1984] , as well as for the new mapping functions.
Basis for Parameterization
The atmospheric mapping function does not vary simply as cosecant (elevation), which would be expected for a plane-parallel refractive medium, because of the curvature of the atmosphere. Changes in the hydrostatic mapping function correspond roughly to changes in the ratio of the "thickness" of the atmosphere to the radius of the Earth resulting from variations in the temperature. Thus the timescale for changes of the mapping function is related to the variability of temperature at various heights in the atmosphere. This information can be obtained from radiosonde profiles. Since such data will form the basis for much of the analysis in this paper, the sites and time intervals for which the profiles were used are given in Table 2 nine profiles. All differences between the three-term continued fraction, using the fitted coefficients, and the ray trace of the mapping functions at the nine elevations are less than 1 mm indicating the astounding ability of the continued fraction representation to match the spherical shell model of the refractivity variations. If it is assumed that (1) the southern and northern hemispheres are antisymmetric in time; that is, the seasonal behavior is the same, (2) the equatorial region is described by the 15 ø north latitude profile, and (3) the polar regions are described by the 75 ø north latitude profiles, then the nine sets of coefficients provide mapping functions near the two extrema of the annual variation spanning all latitudes. In addition to a latitude and season dependence due to varying solar illumination, the hydrostatic mapping function should also be dependent on the height above the geoid of the point of observation because the ratio of the atmosphere "thickness" to the radius of curvature decreases with height. This does not apply to the wet mapping function since the water vapor is not in hydrostatic equilibrium, and the height distribution of the water vapor is not expected to be predictable from the station height. The form adopted for the analytic height correction is The coefficients for the hydrostatic mapping function are listed in Table 3 and for the wet mapping function in Table  4 . Eight digits are given in order to be exactly equivalent to the FORTRAN implementation already in use. In order to maintain 1-mm accuracy at 3 ø elevation the a, b, and c coefficients for the hydrostatic mapping function should be kept to 0.01%, 0.04 %, and 0.07 %, or five, four, and three significant figures, respectively, for the "average" coefficients. For the wet mapping function, three significant figures should be kept in order to maintain 1-mm accuracy at 3 o for a zenith delay of 300 mm.
The new mapping functions will be referred to in this paper as NMF. The specific versions for which the coefficients are given in Tables 3 and 4 
Comparisons With Radiosonde-Derived Mapping Functions
Since the new mapping functions were derived from temperature and relative humidity profiles which are in some sense averages over widely varying geographical regimes, it is essential to compare them with mapping functions calculated from radiosonde data spanning one or more years, covering a wide range in latitude, and sampling different heights above sea level in order to determine their applicability for specific sites. The stations listed in Table 2 satisfy these criteria, and a subset of them is geographically near, although typically a few hundred kilometers away from, the VLBI sites to be used in a later section for evaluation of the In the following sections, the mapping functions are compared for an elevation angle of 5 o. This is a representative minimum elevation angle for geodetic VLBI schedules, although the present mapping functions, as well as those of Herring [1992a] and Ifadis [1986] , agree for elevation angles down to 3 o with the ray traces of profiles from which they were derived. As mentioned above, the hydrostatic mapping functions can be multiplied by 2300 mm and the wet by 100 mm to obtain nominal path delays.
Comparison: Hydrostatic Mapping Functions
The NMF and MTT hydrostatic mapping functions at 5 ø elevation for FAI and ALB are shown in Figure 3 The random error in station position estimation due to the wet mapping function error is, on a daily basis, due to the variation of the wet mapping function within an experiment and, in the long term, due to the scatter of the wet mapping function about the mean value throughout the year. In Table   6 observations as sources rose or set; (2) the antennas were "sub-netted" to allow maximum azimuth coverage, that is, often two or three antennas would be looking one direction while the remaining antennas looked in another direction at a radio source which was not visible to one or more of the other set of antennas; (3) for every antenna an attempt was made to observe, within every five observations, once in each of the four quadrants as low in elevation angle as possible and once above an elevation angle of 60ø; (4) the lengths of the scans were set by the attempt to obtain a delay precision of <_20 ps (approximately 1/3 of the error due to the mapping function uncertainty at an elevation angle of 5ø), including the dual-frequency ionosphere correction. Some sources for which this precision was not possible were included in the schedules in order to provide observations in certain parts of the sky, especially the far south, in order to increase the geometric strength of the observations. Three separate schedules were made by the author, for the three time intervals mentioned above corresponding to the changes in antennas, using the program SKED which was developed specifically for the Mark-III geodetic VLBI experiments of the NASA Crustal Dynamics Project. The data were analyzed with the Kalman filter analysis package, SOLVK [Herring et al., 1990] The differences in the length estimates obtained using NMF compared to using MTT, LMTT-LNMF, are shown in relative to the value at 6 ø , are indicated for minimum elevation angle cutoffs of 3 ø , 4.5 ø , 7.5 ø , 9 ø , and 12 ø . The systematic error is reduced to less than 5 mm at 3 ø for baselines up to 10,000 km when using NMF. The repeatability as a function of baseline length is shown in Figure 9 for the NMF and MTT analyses for a minimum elevation angle of 6 ø . As expected from the comparison of the rms differences of the mapping functions with respect to the radiosonde data, the wrms scatter of the baseline lengths is similar when using MTT and NMF. Of the 18 baselines used for comparison, the differences in length repeatability 
yields the values given in Table 7 MacMillan and Ma [1994] found that on a timescale of days, repeatability is better when using daily meteorological information rather than a seasonal model for temperature, pressure, and relative humidity. These results, however, suggest that the problem is not in using a seasonal model but in modeling the surface meteorology rather than the mapping functions themselves.
Discussion
The usefulness of NMF arises from two factors: the almost negligible bias and the independence from surface meteorology measurements. A principal benefit of the reduced bias will be a more accurate terrestrial reference frame. For example, if a set of mapping functions has on average a positive bias, then the estimated positions of the stations will be too far from the center of the earth, and a comparison of the reference frame determined by that solution to one using the "correct" mapping functions will indicate a scale factor greater than A second benefit of reducing the bias in the mapping functions is that the geodetic results will be less sensitive to variations in experiment design and to the particular combination of antennas which are included, since different restrictions may apply on the available sky coverage for each antenna. Again, the deleterious effects of a mapping function bias, and possible improvements, were described by MacMillan and Ma [1994, Figure 7] for the IRIS-A VLBI series. For GPS, changes in elevation coverage may occur for reasons beyond the control of the experimenter. The part of the sky visible to an antenna may be altered by vegetation growth or by nearby construction. There have been changes of apparent sky coverage due to the addition of satellites to the NAVSTAR constellation. With the implementation of antispoofing (not revealing the precise code) at the end of January 1994 the decrease of signal-to-noise ratio for certain types of GPS receiver resulted in some GPS analysis centers raising the minimum elevation angle for which data were included in the processing. It is important to reduce as much as possible the sensitivity to these variables in order to better understand other well-known elevation dependent problems such as multipath and scattering off of near-field objects as described by El6segui et al. [1995] .
Third, the lack of dependence on surface meteorology data for the mapping functions also reduces the sensitivity to errors in these data due, e.g., to faulty instruments or to the use of seasonal models for the data when surface meteorology measurements are not available. This would be especially valuable for the development of any real-time GPS processing system if data below 15 ø are to be used.
A fourth area which may benefit from improved mapping functions is estimation of gradients in the atmosphere for which the sensitivity to observations at low elevation angles increases more rapidly, -1/sin 2 (e), than the mapping function.
Although the mapping functions are not dependent on surface meteorology, the most accurate geodesy and estimation of atmospheric water vapor do require frequent pressure measurements to obtain the hydrostatic zenith delay. For experiments with minimum elevation angle observations of --•5 ø the sensitivity of the vertical estimate to pressure accuracy is -0.5 mm/mbar. However, for GPS analysis which utilizes data only for elevation angles greater than 15 o, the a priori atmosphere delay can be estimated by using a simple pressure model that depends on latitude and height above sea level for the a priori hydrostatic delay and NMF for the mapping functions. Thus no local surface meteorology is required. The standard deviation of surface pressure for the stations studied is -7 mbar, which would give rise to an uncertainty in the a priori hydrostatic zenith delay of -16 mm. Since the difference between the hydrostatic and wet mapping functions at 15 ø is -0.03, the uncertainty in the total path length due to the a priori pressure uncertainty is less than 1 mm.
Some improvement in this model (NMF) might be obtained by revising the continued fraction coefficients based on the mapping functions derived from a globally distributed set of radiosonde data, such as was used in the evaluation in this paper. A more complicated parameterization may be necessary in order to better reflect the global variation.
Significant improvement in mapping functions will require incorporation of both the surface temperature and information about the upper troposphere. For example, the correlations of temperature and season (day of year) in the contin- 
